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Abstract—A framework of trackability analysis of tracking
systems is established based on the information theoretic
approach of estimation problems. The a posterior conditional
entropy is linked to two principal factors of the tracking
performance – the probability of error, and the complexity of
hypothesis management. Quantitative boundaries of the two
performance factors are induced from the entropy indicator.
Analytic works focus on discrete state tracking problems with
stationary property, veriﬁed by simulation results on ﬁnite
alphabet hidden Markov models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing number of tracking and surveillance ap-
plications has generated great interest in studying multi-
target multi-sensor tracking systems. Initial work focused
on physical targets tracking problems, in which Kalman
ﬁlters [1], [2] and the Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT)
algorithm[2] are wildly applied. Recently, more and more
research interests extend to the tracking problems for discrete
events based systems, such as cyber security surveillance
[3], etc. Statistical approaches dominate in solving track-
ing problems. These approaches typically generate a great
number of hypotheses, and then pick the optimal or near-
optimal one as the estimation of source state trajectory. The
number of hypotheses grows exponentially, and thus bring
great complexity in both maintaining the hypotheses and
ﬁnding the optimal solution. Many research efforts focus
on ﬁnding efﬁcient algorithms of pruning the hypotheses, or
optimizing solutions. This paper, however, investigates the
theoretical boundaries of two major performance concerns
of a tracking system – accuracy and complexity – no matter
what kind of estimation algorithms are being used. We call
these features the trackability of a tracking system.
—
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In this paper, we ﬁt generic tracking systems within the
information theoretic framework of estimation problems [4],
which indicates that the conditional entropy H(X|Y ) or the
mutual information I(X;Y ) determines the lower bound of
estimation error H(E), in the sense of Shannon’s entropy [5].
X, Y ,a n dE denotes the random variables of the source, the
observation, and the estimation error, respectively. We extend
the conclusion to the discrete state estimation problem, and
relate H(Xn|Y n) to both accuracy and complexity. In the
cases both the source and observations are stationary, the role
of H(Xn|Y n) can be replaced by the conditional entropy
rate ¯ H(X|Y). For a tracking system, accuracy is typically
represented by the probability of error, which is related
to ¯ H(X|Y) through a variation of the Fano’s inequality[5,
§2.11 and §8.9]; the complexity can be measured by the
minimum number of hypotheses to keep at low risks of losing
the potentially optimal track, which is related to ¯ H(X|Y)
through the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) theorem
[5, §3]. Thus the conditional entropy rate is purposed to be
the key quantitative measurement of trackability.
We further apply the trackability analysis to hidden
Markov models (HMMs) [6], [7] as a special case study.
The HMM is a good approximation to practical discrete
state sequence estimation problems by assuming the source
process X is stationary and Markovian, and the sensor
channel is memoryless and time-invariant. It was initially
applied in the applications of speech recognition [6] and
biologic sequence analysis. Recently it is also utilized by
many discrete tracking applications, such as cyber security
surveillance systems [8], [3], etc. We verify our analytic
works by the Monte Carlo simulation results on the ﬁnite
alphabet HMMs.
The information theoretic framework of estimation prob-
lems was ﬁrstly established by Weidemann [4], which is
also known as the Minimum Entropy of Error Estimation
(MEEE), or the Minimum Relative Entropy (MRE) principle
of estimation. Shore compared the MRE method with the
traditional Maximum Likelihood (ML) method in [9], and
found that MRE applies to more generic cases in which it
cannot be assumed that the samples were generated by one
of the hypothesis densities. This property is highly desired
for handling complicated practical tracking systems. Janzura
et al formulated the principle of MEEE for discrete random
variables [10]. Since the entropy-based approach can evaluate
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estimation algorithm, it is a very useful criterion in optimiz-
ing the system’s conﬁguration, such as sensor locations and
selections. Hoballah and Varshney considered the distributed
detection problem from an information theoretic point of
view ﬁrst, and developed an entropy-based cost function for
system optimization [11]. More similar research works were
made in recent years by Manyika [12], [13], Wang et al
[14] and Pomoriski [15]. It is also denoted as the Maximum
Mutual Information principle by Ertin et al [16]. Loutas et al
also proposed to use the mutual information as the metrics of
reliability for image-based object tracking and target recog-
nition problems, in [17], [18]. Hernando and Crespi proposed
another approach to evaluate the reliability of tracking and
detection applications, known as the (α,β)-currency [19].
Their investigations focused on the link between sampling
rate and the reliability of HMMs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section §II introduces the abstraction of generic tracking
systems and some background. In section §III, We introduce
the information theoretic framework of trackability. Section
§IV includes the trackability analysis for HMMs, followed
by our simulation results on ﬁnite alphabet HMMs. We make
conclusions in Section §V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, we use the notation following.
We use capital letters to denote random variables,l o w e r
case letters to denote realizations of random variables, and
bold capital letters to denote sets within which the random
variables take values. For example, a random variable X
takes values {x} in X.S c r i p tl e t t e r sa r eu s e dt od e n o t e
discrete time stochastic processes. For example, X denotes
the discrete time process {Xt,t∈ I} where I is the index set
or a subset of all integers. A sequence of random variables
of the process, {Xl,...,X k}, k>l , is denoted by Xk
l .A
realization of Xk
l is denoted by xk
l . For simplicity, we write
Xn to denote a sequence of n−random variables, Xn
1 .
A. Abstraction of Generic Tracking Systems
The above part of Fig.1 describes a generic tracking system
in detail. The multiple targets being tracked are considered
as a series of source stochastic processes {Xi}. A sensor
network is used to measure the observable properties of
source processes. Each sensor in the sensor network is able
to sense all or a part of the source processes, and generates
its own reports, considered as the observation process Yi.
The sensor reports are processed by a group of decentralized
multiple agents. Those agents estimate the states of source
processes cooperatively, known as the tracking and data
fusion processing. Final tracking results will be generated
as a process ˆ X.
Abstractly, the tracking problem is to use a deterministic
function to estimate the state trajectory of the source process
from the information being observed through a noisy channel,
shown as the lower part of Fig.1. The whole sensor network
Fig. 1. The framework of a generic tracking system.
The above part shows the details of multiple source pro-
cesses {Xi}, sensor networks, multiple sensor reports {Yi},
and the distributed tracking agents; the lower part is the
highly abstracted framework, in which the sensor networks
is considered as a noisy channel, and the all tracking agents
are abstracted as a deterministic function.
is considered as a stochastic communication channel, in
Shannon’s sense. The sensor channel is characterized by
the n−dimensional conditional density of p(Y n|Xn), where
Xn and Y n denotes the n−dimensional random variable
sequence of the global state process, X = {Xi}, and the
global observation process, Y = {Yi}, respectively. The
distributed tracking agents are considered as a deterministic
data processing function g, which generates the optimal
estimation ˆ Xn = g(Y n,λ), given the model λ.
B. Modeling Techniques
The model λ plays the role of ap r i o rknowledge in
the framework. It contains two parts of information: the
dynamics of the source process X, which are characterized
by the density of p(Xt|Xt−1), the probability distribution
of its state at time t given the history, and the channel’s
characteristic density p(Y n|Xn). Note that the parameters of
function g’s input model λ is a hypothesis of the parameters
of the actual model λ0. Typically, λ  = λ0.
All popular modeling techniques are special cases of the
generic model. For example, a Kalman ﬁlter [1] describes the
dynamics of a stationary linear system and a linear observing
function with Gaussian noise; A hidden Markov model [7],
[6] is a stationary Markov chain being observed through a
memoryless channel modulated by the state of the Markov
chain.
We introduce the deﬁnition of HMMs brieﬂy here, as the
necessary background for further discussions. An m−state
HMM is deﬁned as λ =<A ,B ,π 0 >, where
Am×m
. = {aij = P(Xt = j|Xt−1 = i)} (1)
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B . = {bi()|bi(Yt)=p(Yt|Xt = i),i=1...m} (2)
denotes the channel densities for each state, and
π0
. = {π0i|π0i = P(X0 = i),i=1...m} (3)
is the vector of the initial state distribution.
C. Tracking Algorithms and Hypothesis Management
Tracking algorithms are the implementation of the esti-
mation function g. Well known estimation methods include
the maximum likelihood (ML) method, the maximum a pos-
teriori (MAP) method, and the minimum mean-square error
(MMSE) method.
Choosing the effective estimation method depends on the
nature of the state space of the source process. Generally,
linear state-space problems can be solved by Kalman ﬁlters
and other MMSE-based algorithms. The ML and MAP meth-
ods can also be applied to continuous state space problems
efﬁciently if the gradient algorithm works. For discrete state
problems, the Viterbi algorithm [20] [21] [6, §III.B] ﬁnds the
optimal state sequence for HMMs efﬁciently.
However, there is not known efﬁcient algorithms for more
general cases of the discrete state sequence estimation prob-
lems, such as systems with non-stationary, non-Markovian
source processes, time-variant channels, etc. The MHT al-
gorithm [2] solves the problem by keeping a number of
hypotheses. A hypothesis Ω is deﬁned as a consistent set of
source state sequences xt = {xt
i}i=1..m, where m denotes the
current number of identiﬁed source processes in Ω and i is the
index of the source process. The number of hypotheses grows
exponentially as t increases, and thus cannot be handled by
the limited resources of a tracking system. As an inevitable
consequence, pruning the unlikely hypotheses risks losing the
potentially optimal one.
The hypothesis management problem arises only if discrete
state variables exist. Even for the traditional vehicle tracking
problem, of which the major task is to estimate continuous
variables such as locations and velocities, discrete state
variables exist implicitly since the data association problem
is actually a discrete tracking problem. Moreover, the contin-
uous part can be solve by the Kalman Filters independently.
So we focus our attention on the discrete tracking system
only, i.e., we assume that all the state variables are discrete.
D. Entropy and Mutual Information
As background, Shannon’s entropy is a metric of uncer-
tainty of random variables. The entropy H(X) of a discrete
random variable X is deﬁned by
H(X) . = Ep(X)

log
1
p(X)

= −

x∈X
p(x)logp(x). (4)
The conditional entropy H(Y |X) is given by
H(Y |X) . = −

x∈X
p(x)

y∈Y
p(y|x)logp(y|x). (5)
The mutual information I(X;Y ) is the reduction in the
uncertainty of X due to the knowledge of Y , thus we have
I(X;Y )=H(X) − H(X|Y )=H(Y ) − H(Y |X). (6)
The entropy rate ¯ H(X) for a process X is deﬁned as
¯ H(X) . = lim
n→∞
1
n
H(Xn) = lim
n→∞H(Xn|Xn−1) (7)
when either the limit exists.
III. THE FRAMEWORK OF TRACKABILITY
A. Trackability Measurements
Trackability consists of two major factors – the accuracy
and complexity – of the tracking performance. Accuracy can
be measured by the probability of error
P(n)
e
. = P( ˆ Xn  = Xn). (8)
The complexity of a tracking system is determined by the
most complicated part to be handled by the system. In most
cases, the exponentially exploding set of hypotheses meets
the criterion. We denote the set of hypotheses at time n
maintained by a tracking system as a subset of all the possible
state sequences.
Ω(n)(yn) ⊆{ xn|p(xn|yn) > 0}. (9)
Deﬁnition 1 ( -completeness ): A set of hypotheses
Ω
(n)
  (yn) is said to be  -complete if and only if
P( ˆ Xn ∈ Ω(n)
  (yn)) ≥ 1 −  ,   > 0, (10)
where ˆ Xn = g(yn,λ) is the optimal estimation of Xn.
Deﬁnition 2: The complexity C
(n)
  of a discrete tracking
system is deﬁned by the size of the maximum size of smallest
 -complete hypotheses set for all yn, i.e.,
C(n)
  =m a x
yn min|Ω(n)
  (yn)|. (11)
B. The Information Theoretic Framework of Trackability
By embedding the abstraction of generic tracking systems
in Fig.1 within the framework of information theory, we
can show that both the accuracy and complexity of tracking
systems are related to a single quantitative indicator H
(n)
0 ,
where
H
(n)
0
. = H(Xn|Y n)=H(Xn) − I(Xn;Y n). (12)
Generally, the lower H
(n)
0 is, the lower P
(n)
e and C
(n)
  can
be achieved.
Intuitively, H(Xn|Y n) can be explained as the uncertainty
of the a posterior distribution p(Xn|Y n), which is the
intrinsic factor of errors and complexity. We can also consider
it from another point of view. H(Xn) is the amount of
information generated by the source process X.O n l ya
part of source information can be transmitted through the
sensor channel, which is measured by the mutual information
I(Xn|Y n). The uncertainty of estimation is caused by the
information loss in the transmission.
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Theorem 1 (A variation of the Fano’s inequality):
H(P
(n)
e )
1 − P
(n)
e
≥ H
(n)
0 . (13)
where
H(P(n)
e )=−P(n)
e logP(n)
e − (14)
(1 − P(n)
e )log(1 − P(n)
e ). (15)
Proof: Fano’s inequality [5, §2.11] relates H(Xn|Y n)
to the probability of error P
(n)
e . We rewrite equations
(2.148,149) in [5] as
H
(n)
0 = H(Xn|Y n) (16)
≤ H(P(n)
e )+P(n)
e H(Xn|Y n,Xn  = ˆ Xn)(17)
≤ H(P(n)
e )+P(n)
e H(Xn|Y n). (18)
So we can rewrite the above inequality as (13).
It is easy to verify that the function
f(pe)=
H(pe)
1 − pe
(19)
increases monotonically from 0 to ∞ when pe takes values
from 0 → 1,s i n c e
df
dpe
= −
logpe
(1 − pe)2 ≥ 0,p e ∈ [0,1]. (20)
Thus its inverse function f−1 exists. From (13), the lower
bound of P
(n)
e is given by
P(n)
e ≥ f−1(H
(n)
0 ). (21)
Although it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd the analytic expression of f−1,
we use the numerical result show the curve of f−1 in ﬁg.2.
The inequality (13) can be weakened to
P(n)
e ≥ 1 −
1
H
(n)
0
. (22)
Note that P
(n)
e =0implies that H
(n)
0 =0 , which only
happens if either the channel is noiseless, or H(Xn) → 0
for n sufﬁciently large.
Fig. 2. The lower bound of probability of error given H
(n)
0 .
D. Stationary Tracking Systems
A tracking system is said to be stationary if both the source
process X and the observation process Y are stationary.
The observation process Y inherits the stationarity of X if
the channel is time-invariant. In these cases, H
(n)
0 increases
without bound as more observations arrives, if the channel is
noisy. Thus it is more difﬁcult to estimate longer Xn from
a longer observation sequence Y n.
For stationary tracking systems, the conditional entropy
rate ¯ H(X|Y) exist, and from the deﬁnition of entropy rate,
¯ H(X|Y) = lim
n→∞
1
n
H(Y n|Xn) (23)
=l i m
n→∞
1
n
H(Xn,Yn) − lim
n→∞
1
n
H(Y n). (24)
Note that since both X and Y are stationary, then the joint
process (X,Y) is also stationary, and ¯ H(X,Y) exists. So we
have
¯ H(X|Y)= ¯ H(X,Y) − ¯ H(Y). (25)
We hereafter use
¯ H0 = lim
n→∞
H
(n)
0 = ¯ H(X|Y) (26)
to describe how fast the probability of error increases for
stationary tracking systems. It will be veriﬁed in section
§IV. ¯ H0 also determines the upper bound of the complexity
measure C
(n)
  .
E. The Upper Bound of Complexity
Theorem 2: If the tracking system is stationary and er-
godic, given a small positive number  ,
C(n)
  ≤ 2
n( ¯ H0+2 ) for almost-sure, (27)
for n sufﬁciently large.
Proof: The proof is based on the joint asymptotic
equipartition property (AEP) theorem [5, §8.6],[22, §3]. A
jointly typical set A
(n)
  with respect to the jointly stationary
ergodic process X,Y is given by
A(n)
 
. = { (xn,yn) ∈ Xn × Yn | (28)  

−
1
n
logp(xn) − ¯ H(X)
 
  <  , (29)

 
−
1
n
logp(yn) − ¯ H(Y)

 
 <  , (30)


 −
1
n
logp(xn,yn) − ¯ H(X,Y)


  <  }.(31)
The joint AEP claims
P(A(n)
  ) > 1 −  , (32)
for n sufﬁciently large.
We denote A
(n)
Y,  as the set of all yn that appear in A
(n)
  ,
and A
(n)
X|Y, (yn) as the typical set of xn given yn, as follows:
A
(n)
X|Y, (yn) . = {xn|(xn,yn) ∈ A(n)
  }; (33)
A
(n)
Y, 
. = {yn|∃xn :( xn,yn) ∈ A(n)
  }. (34)
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given a yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, , A
(n)
X|Y, (yn) is a  -complete hypothesis
set. Then we prove that
  A
(n)
X|Y, (yn)
   ≤ 2−n( ¯ H0+2 ), ∀yn ∈ A
(n)
Y,  (35)
Since P(A
(n)
Y, ) → 1 as n →∞ , based one the two above
steps, we have
C(n)
  =m a x
yn min|Ω(n)
  (yn)| (36)
≤ max
yn∈A
(n)
Y, 
|A
(n)
X|Y, (yn)| (37)
≤ 2n( ¯ H0+ ) (38)
for almost-sure when n is sufﬁciently large. Note that we
derive (37) from (36) by taking advantage of the for almost-
sure property.
For the step 1, we write
P

Xn ∈ A
(n)
X|Y, (yn)
  yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, 

(39)
= P

(Xn,Yn) ∈ A(n)
 
 
Y n = yn,yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, 

(40)
= P

(Xn,Yn) ∈ A(n)
 

· (41)
P(Y n = yn|(Xn,Yn) ∈ A
(n)
  )
P(Y n = yn|yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, )
(42)
= P

(Xn,Yn) ∈ A(n)
 

≥ 1 −  . (43)
Note that (42)=1 .S oA
(n)
X|Y, (yn) is an  -complete set of
hypotheses, if yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, .
Now we prove the second step. We ﬁrst ﬁnd out the upper
bound of probability of all xn ∈ A
(n)
X|Y, (yn), as follows
p

xn|xn ∈ A
(n)
X|Y, (yn),yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, 

(44)
= p

xn|yn,(xn,yn) ∈ A(n)
 

(45)
=
p

xn,yn|(xn,yn) ∈ A
(n)
 

p

yn|yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, 
 (46)
≥ 2
−n( ¯ H(X,Y)+ )2
n( ¯ H(Y)− ) (47)
=2
−n( ¯ H(X,Y)− ¯ H(Y)+2 ) (48)
=2
−n( ¯ H(X|Y)+2 ) =2 −n( ¯ H0+2 ). (49)
Then we have
1=

p

xn|yn,yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, 

(50)
≥

xn∈A
(n)
X|Y, (yn)
p

xn|yn,yn ∈ A
(n)
Y, 

(51)
≥
 
A
(n)
X|Y, (yn)
 
2−n( ¯ H0+2 ), (52)
and hence we established (35), and ﬁnished the proof.
Fig. 3. The Diagram of Experiments
An HMM simulator generates Xn, Y n simultaneously. An
estimator using the Viterbi algorithm outputs the optimal
sequence ˆ Xn from Y n. The simulator and the estimator are
working at same parameters λ. Xn and ˆ Xn are compared
and reported as error if they are different.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF HMMS
The hidden Markov model is considered to be a special
case of a discrete tracking system. Both the source process
X and the observations Y are stationary. Moreover, the
assumption of the Markovian property of X and the time-
invariant memoryless property of the sensor channel brings
great simplicity to the tracking purpose. We have introduced
the background of HMMs in section §II.B.
Similar to (25), the conditional entropy rate ¯ H(Y|X) exists
for stationary tracking systems, and
¯ H(Y|X)= ¯ H(X,Y) − ¯ H(Y). (53)
Thus we can obtain ¯ H0 for a hidden Markov model λ =<
A,B,π0 > as follows:
¯ H(X|Y)= ¯ H(X)+ ¯ H(Y|X) − ¯ H(Y). (54)
Note that for HMMs,
¯ H(X)=H(Xn|Xn−1), (55)
and
¯ H(Y|X)=H(Yn|Xn), (56)
are calculated when p(Xn−1) and p(Xn) follow the station-
ary state distribution π of the Markov chain.
For ergodic HMMs, the stationary state distribution π is
unique, and ¯ H(Y) exists for almost-sure [7]. π is known
as the eigenvector with respect to the maximum eigenvalue
(must be 1) of the transition matrix A.
There is not a known simply analytical expression of ¯ H(Y)
from the model’s parameters. But from the ergodic theorem
[22], it can be approximated by
¯ H(Y) ≈−
1
n
logp(yn) (57)
for n sufﬁciently large, where yn is generated by Monte
Carlo simulations with respect to the parameters given by
λ. Note that this numerical method is not reliable since it
may converge to ¯ H(Y) arbitrarily slowly. But its efﬁciency
and simplicity makes us choose it for our experiments. A
more reliable method is described in [5, §4.4] and [7, §IV.E].
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(n)
e ) vs n
The experiment was designed as Fig.3. We choose 6
different sets of model parameters, denoted as {λ1...6}.T h e
trackability measurements ¯ H0 is calculated as discussed in
section §IV.A. Their values are listed in Fig.4. A simulator is
designed as in [23], which generates not only the observation
sequence Y n, but also the state sequence Xn as references.
A Viterbi estimator is implemented, which takes advantage of
the Viterbi algorithm for HMMs [20], [21], [6] to estimate the
optimal state sequence ˆ Xn from Y n in O(n × m2), where
m = |X|. The output of the estimator is compared to the
reference sequence. The empirical error rate is considered as
the approximation of the actual probability of error.
By running the experiment for all the sets of parameters,
we plot the probability of correct estimation (1−P
(n)
e ) vs n
on a logarithmic scale, shown in Fig.4. The results shows that
the rate of correct detections converges to zero exponentially.
The converging speed is determined by ¯ H0: the higher ¯ H0,
the faster it decays. The experimental results veriﬁed our
analytical work in section §III.C.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the generic tracking system
from an information theoretic point of view. The tracking
problem is considered as using a deterministic function to
estimate the states of source process from the information
being transmitted through a noisy sensor channel. With this
framework, we linked the conditional entropy H(Xn|Y n) to
the two major factors of tracking performance – accuracy and
complexity – quantitatively. Our major analysis focused on
the discrete state estimation problems. Theoretic boundaries
of the probability of error and the size of risk free hypothesis
sets were induced analytically. Simulation results veriﬁed our
principal works.
This work can be extended to the continuous state-space
tracking problems, non-stationary, time-variant channel, and
other complicated applications. The theoretic framework can
be applied in evaluating the performance of tracking systems,
optimizing system’s resource conﬁguration, and designing
tracking algorithms. Our further research will focus on apply-
ing this framework in the efﬁcient hypothesis management,
model parameter estimation, and the model-state joint esti-
mation problems.
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